AS WE ARE ALL UNABLE TO SOCIALISE FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE, I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE A GOOD IDEA TO SEND OUT A SORT OF BLOG EVERY WEEK WITH SOME PICTURES OF FLOWERS THAT ARE PARTICULARLY NICE AT PRESENT. IF YOU HAVE GOT ANYTHING THAT YOU REALLY ENJOY IN YOUR GARDEN, SEND ME A PICTURE AND I WILL TRY TO FIT IT IN. LETS FACE IT GARDENING IS NOT GOING TO HARM ANYBODY, SO LETS SHARE AND ENJOY OUR PASSION FOR PLANTS IN THESE DIFFICULT TIMES

Jeremy
UNNAMED CAMELIAS
**NARCISSUS PANIZZIANUS.**

This started as a single bulb which I planted about 5 years ago, and gets bigger and bigger every year. It has been flowering now for about 6 weeks and has an amazing scent.
**MUSCARI PSEUDOMUSCARI**

GROWING IN ONE OF MY SCREE BEDS, AND ONCE AGAIN GETS BIGGER AND BIGGER EACH YEAR, AND UNLIKE MOST ORDINARY GRAPE HYACINTHS, YOU DON’T GET LOTS OF FOLIAGE AND BLIND BULBS. THE FOLIAGE DOES GET A BIT SCRUFFY AFTER FLOWERING.
**SOPHORA MICROPHYLLA**

This is a member of the pea family, and is quite a large shrub or small tree, growing to about 10 feet tall and is in full flower now with really cheerful bright yellow flowers.
NARCISSUS, (NAME LOST)

SPRING WOULD NOT BE SPRING WITHOUT SOME DAFFODILS, AND THESE WERE GIVEN TO ME BY OUR CHAIRMAN RAY, THEY HAVE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL SHAPE, THE CORONA CONTRASTING NICELY WITH A SLIGHTLY DARKER TRUMPET
EDGEWORTHIA CHRYSANTHA

IT’S ONLY A YOUNG BUSH AT THE MOMENT, AND LOOKS A BIT SPARSE STILL, BUT THE FLOWERS HAVE A DELICIOUS SCENT. A DISTANT RELATIVE OF THE DAPHNES
CORYDALIS SOLIDA

I BOUGHT A PLANT OF THIS FROM A SPECIALIST NURSERY SOME YEARS AGO, AND MUCH TO MY SURPRISE IT KEEPS POPPING UP IN ALL SORTS OF PLACES AROUND THE GARDEN, IT OBVIOUSLY LIKES FELIXSTOWE SEA AIR, AND ALTHOUGH I STARTED GROWING IT WITH LOTS OF TLC IN MY ALPINE HOUSE THE PLANTS OUTSIDE ARE MUCH MORE VIGOROUS, AND A MUCH BRIGHTER RED
Tropaecolum Tricolorum

We all know and love Nasturtiums, and this is an exotic family member all the way from Chile. It grows very well here in Felixstowe, even though it is supposed to be a bit tender.

Unlike Nasturtiums however it grows from sausage like tubers and I have planted spares all over the garden where they scramble happily through small trees and shrubs giving a bit of colour very early and then disappear for the rest of the year.